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Introduction 

The Keiser Chip System is an electronic replacement for a hand written exercise card.  

Workout data is stored in a small electronic Chip carried by the user.  The Chip stores 

settings for up to 24 separate machine models and up to 240 separate workout sets.  The 

Chip contains an electronic memory chip and a battery.  Battery life is designed to be at 

least ten years under normal operating conditions.  Up to four machine position settings 

may be stored for each machine model number (i.e., Seat Position, Arm Position, etc.), 

depending on the needs of the particular model.  Not all models use all four available 

settings.  For each workout, the Chip stores the time and date of the workout, the 

resistance, the number of repetitions, and the version and serial number of the software in 

the machine being used.  The Chip also stores data related to a power test if the user 

selects the power test mode.  The display module functions as a standard digital display 

of resistance and repetitions without a Chip inserted.  The software in version 7.50 and 

newer can calculate and display the peak power produced on each repetition.  A test 

mode has been added that calculates the resistance setting at which maximum power is 

produced.   

 

User Interface 

The user interacts with the machine through the display module and the force setting 

thumb buttons.  A small number of Keiser machine models use foot pedals in place of 

thumb buttons to set the force.  The display module is divided into sections as shown in 

Figure 1.  
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The Resistance window displays the current resistance or OFFOFFOFFOFF.  Using the thumb buttons / 

foot pedals will change the current resistance.   When this window displays OFFOFFOFFOFF the 

machine has gone into a low power consumption sleep mode to increase battery life.  

Normal operation may be resumed by pressing the thumb buttons / foot pedals or by 

inserting a Chip.  If this window displays LobALobALobALobA, the batteries are getting weak and should 

be replaced soon. 

The Set/Reps window displays the current repetition count except immediately after a 

Chip is inserted, in which case it displays the current set.  The set count may range from 1 

to 9 and is signaled by the appearance of 3 horizontal bars in the left digit.  The number 

of sets is defined as the number of sets of exercises that have been performed in a four-

hour period.  Once four hours have passed, the machine assumes that the user is returning 

for a new visit.  The repetition count may range from 0 to 99.  The repetition count may 

be reset by simultaneously depressing both thumb buttons / foot pedals.  The repetition 

count behaves a little differently when running the power test.  See the section on power 

testing for details.  Once three repetitions have been completed, data is stored into the 

Chip on each subsequent repetition.  If the repetition count is cleared, it is still stored in 

the Chip once three repetitions have been completed. 

The Target Reps window displays the number of repetitions that were performed on the 

corresponding set of the previous visit if that set was a normal workout set and a Chip is 

inserted.  If the corresponding set of the previous visit was a power test, the display will 

show PrPrPrPr. When the machine is placed into the power test mode the display shows P1P1P1P1 

during the high velocity portion of the test and P2P2P2P2 during the high resistance portion of 

the test.  See the section on power testing for more details.  In the case of the Runner, 

model 3231, this window displays the approximate distance in yards or meters. 

The Current Power window can display four different values.  During an exercise set, it 

displays the percentage of maximum peak power that has been achieved for the most 

recent repetition.  At the end of a power test, this window displays the resistance setting 

for maximum power.  When a Chip is inserted and the previous corresponding set was a 

normal workout set, it displays the resistance that was used for that set.  When a Chip is 

inserted and the previous corresponding set was a power test, it displays the resistance at 

which maximum power is produced.  When the resistance setting for maximum power is 

being displayed, this display flashes.  In summary, during an exercise set, this window 

displays the percentage of maximum peak power for the current repetition, at the end of a 

power test it is the resistance setting for maximum power. When a Chip is inserted it is 

the resistance to set into the window above before beginning exercise. 

The Peak Power window displays the highest power that has occurred during this 

workout or since the data was last reset. 

The Machine Adjustments area displays from one to four machine adjustments depending 

upon the model being used. The adjustments in each of the windows may be changed by 

pressing the arrows discretely located directly above or below each window.  The 

adjustments may only be changed immediately after the Chip is inserted and before the 

third repetition has occurred.  Once three repetitions are performed, the machine 

adjustments cannot be changed until the Chip has been removedand reinserted.   
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Machine adjustments apply to a specific machine model and cannot be changed from set 

to set.  New with version 7.90 and greater of the software installed on the exercise 

machine, machine adjustments are saved for each regular exercise.  Power tests still use 

the machine global settings.  On cable machines such as the Performance Trainer and 

Functional Trainer, the two left most machine adjustments are set up to be used as an 

exercise number to track which exercise is being performed on the machine.  See the 

appendix for a suggested list of numbers to use with various exercises.  The proper 

version of the Keiser Chip system software is required to take advantage of this feature.  

This will be Version 2.3.2.M as identified by the installer, or Version 2.4.0.x or greater of 

the ChipLib as identified in Help – About. New with version 7.92 and greater of the 

software installed on the exercise machine, rack models now use the Machine 

adjustments section to track the amount of iron weight used for the exercise.  If you wish 

to use the previous definition where these settings are for seat position, set the machine 

model number to 3100 instead of its real model number.  This applies only to rack 

models. 

The Chip Insertion Slot is the opening into which the Chip is inserted as per the 

illustration on the face of the display module.  There are two types of Chips that function 

with the Keiser Chip System.  The normal user Chip has a red handle and the timeset 

Chip has a black handle.  The timeset Chip is used to set the time of day into the clock in 

the processor box on each machine.  As of fall 2008 the original black handled time set 

Chip is no longer available from its manufacturer and has been replaced by a pair of 

Chips one with a blue handle and one with a green handle.  The blue Chip sets the time of 

day and the green Chip sets the time zone.  The original black Chip sets both.  Software 

version 7.86 and newer on the exercise machine supports both types of time set Chip.  To 

set the time on any machine, simply insert the timeset Chip(s) into the Chip insertion slot 

for a few seconds.  The time and date that is being set into the machine will display.  The 

timeset Chip(s) has its time set by the Keiser Chip System program, which runs on a 

standard Windows PC and is described in the Keiser Chip System software operation 

manual.  The Keiser Chip system software must have ChipLib V2.2.6 or newer to use the 

newer blue and green time set keys.  Setting the time once or twice a year will keep the 

time within a couple of minutes of the correct time.  The timekeeping circuitry in the 

processor box as well as that in the timeset Chip is very similar to that in a wristwatch 

and has similar accuracy.  If you are not using the Chip System, the time does not need to 

be set. 

Notes on using new blank keys.   

Version 7.95 and newer software shipping in the fall of 2010 and later in the exercise 

machine treat new blank keys differently than previous versions.  These versions treat a 

new blank key like a key that has had its data corrupted and display ErbCErbCErbCErbC to indicate that 

a bad key has been detected.  Once the  ErbCErbCErbCErbC error message is displayed, press both the + 

and – thumb buttons at the same time to format the chip.  If this error message displays 

on what was a good user chip, it has somehow become corrupted.  Remove the chip 

without pressing any thumb buttons and connect it to the PC software, which will make a 

diagnostic copy of the contents of the key for Keiser service to analyze for the cause of 

the failure before automatically repairing the chip.  It can take up to 15 seconds for the 

ErbCErbCErbCErbC message to appear after a blank key is inserted. 
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Other Error Messages 

  If the resistance display window shows ErbErbErbErbdddd, a problem with the data structures on the 

chip has been detected.  It will be necessary to use the PC based software to rebuild the 

chip to use it on this same model of machine again.  Any other messages in the resistance 

display window that begin with ErErErEr  followed by a 2 digit code 5 or greater are hardware 

failures.  Contact the Keiser service department in this event.  See the section below 

regarding error codes less than 5.   

 

Using the Power Test 

The purpose of this test is to determine the resistance at which you achieve maximum 

power.  The test consists of six repetitions, three done at a very low resistance and three 

done at a high resistance (near your maximum).  All repetitions are to be performed as 

fast as you can possibly go at that given resistance.   Speed is essential in power output; 

and therefore, to produce maximum power you must produce maximum speed.   

 

1. Push both thumb buttons at the same time until CLErCLErCLErCLEr appears in the upper left 

display followed by 6r6r6r6r then release the buttons immediately This puts the 

machine in the six rep test mode. 

 

2. Select a very low resistance for your first three repetitions.  The resistance should 

be low enough that it seems like there is almost no resistance. 

 

3. Perform only your first repetition.  Note the power readings in the two middle 

displays.  The display on the right is recording the maximum power you have 

achieved.  The display on the left is the percentage of maximum peak power 

generated on your current repetition.  On your first repetition the display on the 

left will always read 100. 

 

4. You may adjust your resistance after the first or second repetition.  In doing so the 

rep counter will be reset to zero and you will need to perform three repetitions at 

the new resistance. 

 

5. Perform the second repetition as fast as possible trying to beat the power 

generated on your first repetition.  

 

6. Pause, focus your thoughts, and do your third repetition trying to better your 

power once again. 

 

7. Now increase the resistance to a level just below your maximum (approximately 

80% of your maximum).  You can try a rep or two at various resistances as long 

as you don’t do three at a given resistance, otherwise it will assume that those 

three were your test reps at the higher resistance. 

 

8. Once you have settled on the resistance for the upper level test, do three 

repetitions for maximum speed and power.  Pause between each repetition as long 

as it takes to ensure maximum performance for the next rep. 
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9. Once the third rep is done and you return the exercise arm to its starting position, 

the middle left display will flash the resistance at which maximum power is 

produced.   

 

NOTE:  If Er1Er1Er1Er1, Er 2 Er 2 Er 2 Er 2, Er 3 Er 3 Er 3 Er 3, or Er 4Er 4Er 4Er 4 flashes in the power window, an arithmetic 

error has occurred because there was not enough resistance difference between the 

low and high resistance tests. 

 

10. To exit the test mode, do one of the following: 

a. If a Chip is inserted, remove the Chip. 

b. If no Chip is inserted, press both thumb buttons momentarily. 
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Maintenance  

The only periodic maintenance that is required of the Keiser Chip System is to replace 

the batteries when they run down.  When the batteries approach the end of their life, the 

Resistance window will read LobALobALobALobA instead of OFFOFFOFFOFF when the unit goes to sleep.  Also, a 

dead battery indicator will display at the left side of each window.  When this happens, 

replace the two D cells inside the processor box with new ones.  To remove the cover of 

the box, remove the brass thumbscrew shown in Figure 2 and lift the cover out and away 

from the rest of the box. 

As the new batteries are installed into the box, the display will first light all the segments 

on all the windows for a short time.  Next, the software build number will be displayed in 

the current resistance display.  The software version number will consist of the letter UUUU 

followed by a single digit of the major version number and 2 digits of the minor version 

number.  For example, if the version number is 7.76, the display for this build would 

show as U776U776U776U776. 

Warning! Do not leave the processor box without batteries for an extended period of 

time as this will put an unnecessary load on the clock maintenance battery which is not 

field replaceable.  When the clock battery wears out, the entire processor will have to be 

returned to the factory to be replaced or repaired.  The clock battery is designed to last in 

excess of 10 years under normal use. 

Once the batteries have been replaced, press either the increase or decrease thumb button 

or foot pedal to allow the machine to go to sleep.  The machine will not operate normally 

Figure 2  Processor Box 

Thumbscrew 
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until either the increase or decrease thumb button or foot pedal has been pressed after the 

batteries have been changed. 

Checking or changing the Model Number 

Each processor box is programmed to work with a specific model of Keiser exercise 

machine.  To verify that the model number is programmed correctly, press and hold both 

the increase and decrease thumb buttons or foot pedals at the same time for several 

seconds.  The upper left display will pass through the CLErCLErCLErCLEr and 6r6r6r6r modes and finally 

display a four-digit number.  This four-digit number is the machine model number.  

Match the model number with the machine model number printed on the machine serial 

number decal on the back of the machine.  After a few seconds, this number will change 

to display one of three values, UsLbUsLbUsLbUsLb, EUroEUroEUroEUro, and SinESinESinESinE signifying the units of measure.  

UsLbUsLbUsLbUsLb means the units are pounds, EuroEuroEuroEuro means the units are in kilograms and SinESinESinESinE means 

the units are SI Newtons.  While continuing to hold the increase and decrease thumb 

buttons, one more number will display in the format A=03A=03A=03A=03.  This number will only appear 

on machines that have the power option installed, and is the elevation above sea level in 

hundreds of feet where the machine is located.  When the model set function occurs, the 

software also records the position of the cylinder to keep track of the starting or zero 

point.  It is necessary to insure that there is a reasonable amount of resistance set to insure 

that the machine is resting firmly against its home position stops.  In the case of the 

model 2531 Leg Press which has an alternate set of stops, the pedals must be against the 

rear most set of stops when the model number is set.  Note that this procedure is the 

opposite of that used on the Keiser A420 electronics.  To change the model number of a 

machine, press both the Increase and Decrease Program Buttons, located inside the 

processor box at the same time as shown in Figure 3.  When both buttons have been 

released, the upper left display will show the model for which the processor is currently 

programmed.  To change this model number, depress either the Increase or Decrease 

Program Button to step through the available model numbers while the number is still 

being displayed.  When you have located the desired model number, simply wait and do 

not press any more keys for the next several seconds.  At this time, the upper left display 

will change to display the units of measure as one of UsLbUsLbUsLbUsLb, EUroEUroEUroEUro, and SinESinESinESinE.  Use the 

Increase or Decrease Program Buttons to step through the possible values until the 

desired setting is displayed.  After a few seconds of no button being pressed, the upper 

left display will change to show an AAAA and 3 horizontal bars followed by a 2 digit number.   

The 2-digit number is the local elevation above sea level in hundreds of feet, whether the 

units are set to metric or English.  The software requires the elevation to approximate the 

local barometric pressure to use in its resistance setting calculations.  Use the Increase 

and Decrease Program Buttons while this number is displayed to change it to the correct 

value for your location.  After a few seconds with no buttons pressed, the display will 

change to display the current time and date for a couple more seconds in the top four 

windows and then revert back to the normal user display.  The model, elevation and 

cylinder zero point are now set.     
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Figure 3  Processor Circuit Board 
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Appendix 
Suggested numbering of exercises for cable machines.  These exercises are taken from 

the Power Manual, Keiser Infinity Series Training Foundations and are in the order 

shown in that document.  Ask your sales representative for a copy or a poster illustrating 

these exercises and their numbering.  Note that you may use any numbering 0 – 99 you 

desire for exercises, this is just a suggested starting point. 

 

1. Hip Extension 

2. Explosive Hip Flexion 

3. Leaning AB rotation 

4. Punching AB rotation 

5. Push Pull 

6. T Stand Pull 

7. Standing AB rotation 

8. Balanced Bent Row 

9. Arm Curl 

10. Triceps Pushdown 

11. Rear Delt Raise 

12. Straight Punch 

13. Squatting Row 

14. Single Arm X Snatch 

15. Shoulder Press 

16. Chest Press 

17. Cross-over Step 

18. Squat Jump 

19. Squat 

20. Forward Lunge 

21. Leg Abduction 

22. Leg Adduction 

23. Lateral Lunge 

24. Running In Place 

25. Sagittal, Golf Swing 

26. Transverse, Golf Swing 

27. Frontal, Golf Swing 

28. Sagittal, Overhead 

29. Transverse, Overhead 

30. Frontal, Overhead 

31. Base Stance – Wood Chop 

32. Base Stance – Cable Lift 

33. Base Stance – Cable Chop 

34. Base Stance – Single Squat to Row 

35. Pec Mob 

36. X Pull Down 

37. Posterior Chain – Sagittal 

38. Posterior Cain – Transverse 
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Keiser Service 
 

Telephone  800-888-7009 US and Canada 

  559-256-8000 elsewhere 

 

Email  service@keiser.com 

 

Fax  559-256-8100 

 

Mail  Keiser Corporation   

  2470 South Cherry Ave 

  Fresno, CA  93706 

 


